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Abstract12

This paper studies the mechanisms behind the multiscale organization of tropical moist convection13

using a trio of cloud-resolving atmospheric simulations performed in a periodic two-dimensional14

32000 km domain. A simulation with interactive surface fluxes and long-wave radiation over a15

constant sea surface temperature of 300.15 K produces a planetary-scale self-aggregated patch of16

convection after 80 days of simulation. Fixing the surface fluxes and radiative cooling at a constant17

value suppresses this planetary-scale organization. However, increasing the stability at the tropopause18

by adding stratospheric heating produces a simulation which generates a planetary-scale wave after19

just 30 days. This planetary-scale wave modulates eastward-propagating synoptic-scale waves which20

in turn modulate westward-propagating mesoscale convective systems (MCS).21

Low-pass filters are used to diagnose the feedbacks which produce large-scale variance of zonal22

velocity, buoyancy, and humidity. The planetary-scale buoyancy variance and zonal velocity variance23

are related to the available potential energy (APE) and kinetic energy (KE) budgets, respectively.24

In the simulation with stratospheric heating, planetary-scale KE is created by vertical advection,25

converted to APE, and then dissipated by latent heating, mixing, and other buoyancy sources.26

Without stratospheric heating, any KE produced by vertical advection feedbacks is immediately27

damped in the stratosphere. The mesoscale eddy-flux convergence of zonal momentum dominates28

the total vertical advection feedback on the planetary-scale KE, and its vertical structure is consistent29

with the westward-propagating MCSs. Overall, these results demonstrate that multiscale feedbacks30

can organize deep convection on planetary scales even when surface fluxes and radiation are constant.31

1 Introduction32

Moist atmospheric convection in the tropics is organized in a hierarchy of spatial and temporal33

scales. Convective systems range in scale from a single cumulus cloud, to mesoscale convective34

systems (MCSs) [Houze, 2004], to convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs) on the synoptic-35

scale [Kiladis et al., 2009], and, finally, to planetary/intraseasonal oscillations such as the Madden-36

Julian Oscillation [Madden and Julian, 1971, 1972; Zhang, 2005]. For example, Nakazawa [1988]37

showed an eastward-propagating supercluster with westward-propagating mesoscale disturbances38

embedded inside. Chen et al. [1996] observed several westward-propagating superclusters over the39

western Pacific during the active phase of the MJO. In turn, these superclusters contained mesoscale40

disturbances of tropical convection thatmoved in various directions. Moncrieff et al. [2017] found that41

tropical waves of various scales are embedded in the planetary-scale convective envelope of an MJO42

observed during the Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC) virtual global field campaign. Convective43
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systems on all these scales often exhibits a self-similar vertical structure that tilts up and towards the44

rear [Mapes et al., 2006; Majda, 2007]. This self-similarity probably owes to the predominance of45

three cloud types in tropical convection—shallow congestus, deep, and stratiform—which Johnson46

et al. [1999] found based on analyses of shipboard radar data fromTropical OceanGlobal Atmosphere47

Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA-COARE).Mapes et al. [2006] concluded48

that an MCS may be a small analog or prototype of larger scale waves by hypothesizing a multiscale49

structure. The multicloud models mimic these features [Khouider and Majda, 2006, 2008] and50

lead to significantly improved realistic variability in the MJO and monsoon in operational models51

[Goswami et al., 2017a,b]. A successful theory for realistic convective organization should also52

account for these observational characteristics.53

In recent years, the cloud-resolving models (CRM) have become powerful and practical tools54

for simulating organized tropical convection. CRMs simulate the non-hydrostatic dynamics of the55

atmosphere with horizontal resolutions of around 1 km to 4 km, and, therefore, do not need to parame-56

terize deep cumulus convection. These improvements owe to both increased computational resources57

and progress in numerical methods and the representation of physical processes [Prein et al., 2015;58

Khain et al., 2015]. In an early study, Grabowski and Moncrieff [2001] demonstrated that a CRM59

over a uniform sea surface temperature (SST) can reproduce multiscale organized convection in a 2D60

periodic domain with a size of 20 000 km. Their simulation contained many eastward-propagating61

synoptic-scale CCEWs, each of which contained numerous westward-propagating MCSs. Also,62

2D CRMs performed in large domains over non-uniform SST can generate realistic planetary-scale63

circulations and intra-seasonal variability [Slawinska et al., 2014]. Overall, 2D simulations are64

a computationally cheap method for performing a simulation in a domain that is large enough to65

contain the dominant scales present in observations.66

Three dimensional (3D) CRM simulations are computationally expensive, so many studies67

focus on radiative convective equilibrium (RCE) in limited area domains. RCE experiments study68

the evolution of moist-convective dynamics without any prescribed forcing [Held et al., 1993;69

Bretherton et al., 2005], and are usually performed in the absence of rotation. However, rotating70

RCE simulations are useful framework for studying tropical cyclone dynamics [Khairoutdinov and71

Emanuel, 2013]. In the absence of rotation, these limited area RCE experiments develop a form of72

convective organization known as self-aggregation when the domain size is larger than about 200 km73

[Bretherton et al., 2005;Muller and Held, 2012]. Self-aggregation occurs when disorganized clouds74

coalesce into a single dominant patch of convection. It can occur in 2D domains [Held et al., 1993;75

Yang, 2017] as well as 3D domains of different horizontal aspect ratios [Wing and Cronin, 2016].76
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Notably, Bretherton et al. [2005] found that self-aggregation at RCE requires spatial inhomogeneities77

in the radiation heating/cooling and surface heat fluxes. Wing and Emanuel [2014] further quantified78

these diabatic feedback mechanisms using the budget for the zonal variance of column-integrated79

moist static energy. Bretherton and Khairoutdinov [2015] then used this framework to quantify the80

strength of these feedbacks in a near-global aqua-planet simulation with ambient rotation and realistic81

circulation. They found that surface fluxes tend to suppress aggregation, but radiative processes tend82

to aggregate convection with a time scale of 10 d.83

While convective aggregation is well studied, it is unclear how relevant it is to realistic atmo-84

spheric flows. The real atmosphere rotates and often has significant wind shear, and [Held et al.,85

1993] only saw aggregation after constraining the domain-mean wind to vanish, and Bretherton and86

Khairoutdinov [2015] noted that radiative feedbacks are only strong enough to act on the largest87

spatial and slowest time scales. Also, these previous studies focused column-integrated moist static88

energy budgets, an analysis which naturally emphasizes the importance of thermodynamics compared89

to kinematics and surface fluxes compared to internal processes.90

Another body of work highlights the dynamical interactions that organize moist convection91

on large-scales. Majda and Stechmann [2009] developed the so-called skeleton model for the92

MJO, which is based on interactions between moisture, convective activity and equatorial fluid93

dynamics. They point out that beyond the MJO’s skeleton, the MJO’s “muscle” includes fine vertical94

structure and up-scale momentum transport from sub-planetary convection and waves. Along these95

lines, theoretical models focusing on the nonlinear interactions across scales have been developed96

based on rigorous multiscale asymptotic analysis[Majda and Klein, 2003;Majda, 2007]. Essentially,97

multiscalemodels predict that there are three types of nonlinear interactions across scales. First, eddy-98

flux convergences of momentum and temperature from smaller scales accumulate in time and drive99

waves on larger scales. Second, the large-scale velocity advects the small-scale quantities. Third,100

the flux of the larger-scale quantities by the small-scale velocity appears in the small-scale budgets101

in some multiscale models [Biello et al., 2010]. Thus, multiscale models describe an alternative102

mechanism than diabatic feedbacks for the large-scale organization of tropical convection. These103

multiscale models highlight the central role of vertically-tilted synoptic-scale anomalies [Majda and104

Biello, 2004; Biello and Majda, 2005, 2006] and the up-scale impact of the diurnal cycle through105

eddy flux divergence of temperature [Yang and Majda, 2014; Majda and Yang, 2016]. In so doing,106

they can explain many of the observed characteristics of the MJO.107
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The main goal of this paper is to show that multiscale feedbacks can organize tropical moist108

convection in a cloud-resolving model on planetary-scales even with homogeneous surface fluxes109

and radiative forcing. To do this, we perform CRM experiments similar to those of Grabowski and110

Moncrieff [2001] in a 2D domain that is 32 000 km in length. Unlike most self-aggregation studies,111

these experiments are forced with a barotropic easterly wind. A simulation with homogeneous112

surface fluxes and fixed radiative cooling in the troposphere and heating in the stratosphere quickly113

develops a planetary-scale wave with multiscale organization. We then develop a technique to114

decompose the model outputs into planetary-, synoptic-, and meso-scale components, and use this to115

define budgets for the variance of each scale. Special attention is paid to the planetary-scale variance116

budgets of the velocity, buoyancy, and moisture. The former two are closely related to the kinetic117

energy (KE) and available potential energy (APE). In the run with the planetary-scale wave, we find118

that the vertical eddy-momentum flux from mesoscales is the dominant source of planetary-scale119

total energy. Finally, we show that the vertical and horizontal structure of these eddy-fluxes and the120

planetary-scale fields is consistent with the multiscale theories.121

Section 2 describes the configuration of the 2D CRM experiments. Then, Section 3 summarizes122

the basic climatology and variability of the simulations. In Section 4 we introduce an automatic123

method to decompose the model outputs and the budget equations into different scales, and Section 5124

uses this framework to derive planetary and synoptic-scale budgets for the KE, APE, and humidity125

variance. Finally, the multiscale feedbacks are discussed in Section 6. First, we decompose the126

vertical advection into triad interactions between scales and show the time average feedbacks in127

Section 6.1. Next, Section 6.2 shows the vertical structure of the up-scale eddy-flux convergences128

and the corresponding planetary-scale fields. We conclude in Section 7.129

2 Model Configuration130

Twodimensional (2D) simulations using cloud-resolvingmodels can reproducemany interesting131

aspects of multiscale tropical flows while remaining computationally inexpensive. For instance,132

Grabowski and Moncrieff [2001] produced synoptic-scale convectively coupled waves (CCWs) in a133

20 000 km zonal domain without any rotation. This setup mirrors the structure of the atmosphere at134

the equator, and is large enough to permit multiscale processes, unlike limited area 3D simulations.135

Since this paper focuses on multiscale processes rather than realistic 3D dynamics, we aim to136

reproduce the 2D simulations of Grabowski and Moncrieff [2001] as closely as possible.137
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We use the Version 6.9 of the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM), which is a popular138

model for studying clouds and convective processes [Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2003]. SAM is139

an excellent model for this study because it solves the anelastic version of the equations of motions140

in idealized geometries, which allows easy configuration and fast execution. For more details on141

using the anelastic approximations, we refer the reader to Pauluis [2008]. Many studies have used142

this model to study convective self-aggregation in limited area [Bretherton et al., 2005; Wing and143

Emanuel, 2014] and near-global domains [Bretherton and Khairoutdinov, 2015; Wing and Cronin,144

2016]. Therefore, we will also use a SAM in a planetary-scale configuration to study the processes145

underpinning convective organization.146

We run SAM in three different configurations to reveal different archetypes of convective147

organization. First, a control experiment is intended to recreate the setup ofGrabowski andMoncrieff148

[2001]. The simulation is performed on a periodic horizontal domain which is 215 = 32 768 km149

in extent with a horizontal grid spacing of 2 km. The vertical grid has 34 levels between 0 m150

and 27 000 m, with a spacing varying smoothly from 50 m near the surface to 1200 m in the mid-151

troposphere. At the top of the domain, a sponge layer damps the velocity and thermodynamic fields152

towards the initial profile. Each experiment uses one-moment microphysics and a Smagorinsky153

sub-grid-scale turbulence scheme. With a time step 5 s, 100 days of output can be generated in about154

24 hour on single machine with 20 processors, so that we can cheaply investigate the mechanisms155

that organize tropical flows on intraseasonal time scales and planetary length scales.156

Like Grabowski and Moncrieff [2001], the zonal winds are damped towards a 10 m s−1
157

barotropic easterly wind with a 1 d time scale, which induces a mean easterly flow. This flow158

is largest around 800 hPa and smallest near the surface (cf. Figure 1), so that there is significant159

vertical wind shear in the lower atmosphere. This strong wind shear and mean easterly zonal flow is160

the biggest difference between our simulations and those performed in the self-aggregation studies161

cited in the introduction.162

To compare and contrast the mechanisms that organize convection a variety of scales, we163

perform three experiments with different diabatic forcings. We first perform an experiment over164

a uniform 300.15 K sea surface temperature (SST) with fully interactive long-wave radiation and165

surface fluxes, but no shortwave radiation or diurnal cycle. This simulation will henceforth be166

abbreviated by LW. This setup has the most similar diabatic forcing to studies likeWing and Emanuel167

[2014]. However, it is not clear that diabatic feedbacks are the dominant organization mechanism168

in a realistic atmosphere, so we also perform a control simulation with constant surface fluxes and169
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Figure 1. Zonal-mean climatology for the Control, QSTRAT, and LW simulations. The averages are taken

over the final 60 days of simulation to allow for a 40 day equilibration time. The stratification (N2) near 200 hPa

is much larger than in the QSTRAT run the other two simulations. The stratification is plotted with a logarithmic

horizontal axis.
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radiative cooling. Bretherton et al. [2005] note that this will suppress convective self-aggregation in170

limited area domains. The sensible and latent heat fluxes are fixed at 210.6 W m−2 and 31.20 W m−2,171

respectively, and we impose a uniform radiative cooling of 1.5 K d−1 below 150 hPa. Most of the172

dissipation in the control run occurs in the stratospheric sponge layer of the control simulation,173

which can have a profound effect on convective organization. To reduce this dissipation, we perform174

one final simulation—henceforth abbreviated by QSTRAT—with a constant stratospheric heating of175

4.5 K d−1 above 150 hPa. We increase the cooling rate below this level to 2.5 K d−1 to ensure that176

the mass-weighted vertical integral of radiative tendency equals that of the Control run. While these177

three simulations may not be realistic, they do plausibly illustrate the different mechanisms which178

give rise to organization on various spatial and temporal scales.179

3 Basic Results180

Figure 1 shows the equilibrium vertical profiles for several model variables. We compute these189

profiles by averaging zonally and temporally over the final 60 days of the model simulation. The190

radiative heating for the Control and QSTRAT simulations simply show the imposed forcing we191

describe above. The heating in the LW simulations is fairly similar to the Control simulation, with192

cooling in the troposphere and no heating above 150 hPa, and all the other plotted quantities have a193
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Figure 2. Hovmoller diagrams of brightness temperature (TB) for the Control (A), QSTRAT (B), and LW

(C) simulations.

185

186

Figure 3. Space-time power spectra of TB for the three simulations show in Figure 2. The dashed black lines

indicate wave speeds of 5, 10, 25 and 50 m s−1.

187

188
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very similar structure between the Control and LW simulations. On the other hand, the stratospheric194

heating in QSTRAT induces a near discontinuity in the temperature field at 150 hPa, which appears195

as a spike of stability (N2) there. Apart from this, the QSTRAT run is slightly warmer and moister196

than the other two simulations. The very large stability at 150 hPa acts as a rigid lid, which traps the197

interesting dynamics below that level. Finally, the three simulations have similar wind profiles below198

150 hPa, with strong wind shear below 800 hPa. Overall, the most important difference between the199

simulations is the rigid lid in the QSTRAT run.200

Figure 2 contains space-time diagrams of brightness temperature (TB), a proxy which indicates201

high cloud tops and strong precipitation for low temperature. The first twenty days of each simula-202

tion consist of westward-propagating MCSs embedded within eastward-propagating synoptic-scale203

CCEWs. That said, it does appear that the convection is less organized in the first 20 days of the LW204

simulation than the two runs with fixed diabatic forcing.205

Grabowski and Moncrieff [2001, cf. Fig 4] carefully document this mesoscale synoptic-scale206

structure, and most of the features are the same. These MCSs tilt up and to the east as the propagate207

to the west. In the sections below, we will show how these mesoscale structures effect the larger208

scales present in the simulation.209

Unlike the mesoscale structures, the simulations all differ in their degree of planetary-scale210

organization. The control simulation shows no planetary-scale TB pattern, but planetary-scale211

eastward-propagating disturbances appear after 20 days in the QSTRAT run and continue until the212

end of simulation. This disturbance has wavenumber two zonal structure and forms the envelope of213

many synoptic-scale waves which also propagate to the east, a multiscale structure which mirrors214

that of the synoptic-scale waves. On the other hand, the LW simulation develops a planetary-scale215

structure at a much slower rate than QSTRAT simulation, and this structure hardly moves with216

respect to the fixed reference frame. This near-standing convection is similar to the self-aggregated217

convection, but appears much more slowly, likely due to the strong meso-scale activity.218

The wave propagation speeds as well as dominant spatio-temporal scales in these simulations219

are more obvious in frequency domain as shown in Figure 3. We compute the power spectra by220

subtracting the domain and time mean, and then taking the fast Fourier transform of the 100 day time221

series. We then smooth the spectra using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 1.5 wave222

numbers in the wavenumber and (100 d)−1 in the frequency direction. Wheeler and Kiladis [1999]223

use a similar technique for smoothing their spectra. The Control simulation has a large eastward224

peak around wavenumber 5 corresponding to the eastward-propagating synoptic-scale waves. In the225
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QSTRAT run, this eastward peak shifts towards smaller wavenumber and lower-frequencies, which226

is the spectral signature of the planetary-scale oscillation seen in Figure 2. In the LW simulation,227

the eastward waves are weaker and move at a slower speed. The Control simulation has much more228

westward power at high frequencies than the LW or QSTRAT simulations do. That notwithstanding,229

Figure 2 shows obvious westward streaks in TB for these last two simulations. Overall, the spectra230

shown in Figure 3 mirror the obvious features seen in the Hovmoller diagrams shown in Figure 2.231

The results in this section show that the Control runs does not have any planetary-scale organi-232

zation, while the QSTRAT and LW runs do. The main difference between the LW and Control run233

is that the former has interactive radiation and surface fluxes. These feedbacks likely explain the234

planetary-scale organization in the LW simulation, a fact documented in many studies (e.g. Wing and235

Emanuel [2014]). Moreover, the fact that the pattern does not appear in the LW simulation for 80 days236

is consistent with evidence that self-aggregation feedbacks act slowly in environments with nonzero237

mean winds Bretherton and Khairoutdinov [2015]. Because these diabatic feedbacks are absent in238

the QSTRAT simulation, which has uniform heating and surface fluxes, the stratospheric heating and239

stability increase near the tropopause must somehow cause this disturbance. The obvious three-scale240

structure of the QSTRAT hints that multiscale interactions could be important. Thus, we hypothesize241

that nonlinear interactions between scales can create planetary-scale convective organization even in242

the absence of diabatic feedbacks.243

4 Multiscale Decomposition244

4.1 Filter based multiscale decomposition245

Wenowdescribe amethod to decompose themodel outputs intomeso-, synoptic-, and planetary-251

scale components. The theoretical asymptotic models described above assume that the length of the252

mesoscale (synoptic scale) is infinitesimally smaller than the length of the synoptic (planetary) scale.253

Unfortunately, neither the spectra of our simulations (cf. Figure 3) nor that of the real atmosphere254

[Kiladis et al., 2009] support this asymptotic assumption. Nevertheless, it does approximately255

describe the three-scale structure we observe in the QSTRAT run.256

The defining difference between these scales is related to the smoothness of the underlying field,257

so we use low-pass filters in the zonal direction to separate the scales automatically. We define the258

low-pass filtered field as the large-scale component, and the residual as the small-scale component.259

The simple 2D geometry and periodic boundary conditions make it trivial to implement these filters260
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in the frequency domain, but Aluie et al. [2017] take a similar approach in spherical geometry to261

analyze scale interactions in ocean turbulence.262

After extensive experimentation with low-pass filters based on splines, empirical orthogonal263

functions, and Gaussian kernels, we ultimately choose a simple filter in the Fourier domain. It is264

prohibitively expensive to perform the filtering operation on the full data, which has over 16000265

horizontal grid points, so we first coarse-grain the input data onto 128 km grid boxes. Then, the filter266

is defined in the zonal wavenumber domain by267

sα[k] =
1

1 + α |k |4
,

so that the filtered version of some field f (x) is given by Sα f = F−1[F[ f ] · sα], where F and F−1
268

are the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively. Here, Sα is a linear operator which269

denotes the action of the low-pass filter on f (x). The bandwidth of this filter is controlled by the270

parameter α, which effectively penalizes the fourth derivative of f271

A convenient way to choose α is based on the effective degrees of freedom, which is defined as272

by m(α) = ∑
k sα[k]. Roughly, the m(α) describes the numbers of degrees of freedom that remain273

after applying the Sα. For example, If α = 0, then the s0[k] = 1, so that m(0) = n, where n is274

the original number of horizontal grid points. As α → ∞, m(α) → 1, which implies that S∞ f275

is just the zonal mean of f . Thus, the length scale associated with a m(α) is given by L/m(α),276

where L = 32 768 km is the length of the overall domain. In practice, the cutoff scale of the filter is277

controlled by setting an effective numbers of degrees of freedom m∗, and using a nonlinear solver to278

compute α∗ = m−1(m∗). We will, therefore, change our notation slightly so that Sm is the low-pass279

filter corresponding to m degrees of freedom.280

Figure 4 shows the effect of filtering the zonal velocity field at z = 3 km with different effective281

degrees of freedom. The unfiltered velocity shows many spikes and small scale structures. The282

low-pass filtered velocity with m = 6 (i.e. S6u) only captures the planetary-scale undulations.283

Next, applying the filter with m = 26 captures all the fluctuations with extents larger than a few284

thousand kilometers. Using this as a guide, we define the planetary- and synoptic-scale components285

to correspond to m = 6 and m = 26, respectively.286

Just as one filter can separate two physical scales, multiple filters with different bandwidths can287

decompose the data into three or more scales. Let f (x) be a physical variable which depends on x.288

The largest “scale” of f is the zonal mean of f , which we denote by289

f =
1
L

∫ L

0
f (x)dx. (1)
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Then, we define the planetary-scale component by290

f P = S6 f − f̄ (2)

so that f P = 0. Similarly, the synoptic-scale component f S is given by291

f S = S26

(
f −

[
f̄ + f P

] )
. (3)

Finally, the mesoscale component is the residual left after subtracting the domain mean, planetary-292

scale, and synoptic-scale components from f . Recall that the mesoscale component does not include293

smaller scale contributions because we initially coarse-grained the the field f onto 128 km boxes.294

In summary, we can apply several low-pass filters with decreasing bandwidths to to compute the295

multiscale decomposition given by296

f = f̄ + f P + f S + f M . (4)

Figure 5 shows that this procedure can effectively separate the meso-, synoptic, and plane-297

tary scales in the QSTRAT simulation. A strong eastward-propagating disturbance appears in the298

planetary-scale pattern around day 20. Negative anomalies in the planetary-scale panel correspond299

to regions with enhanced precipitation, and it appears that most of synoptic-scale activity is confined300

to these regions. Likewise, the mesoscale is most active in the areas with negative synoptic-scale301

anomalies. Thus, the low-pass filter based decomposition technique provides an automatic way to302

diagnose the multiscale structures in the QSTRAT run, which we discussed in Section 3.303

4.2 Multiscale decomposition of the governing equations304

We also use this decomposition technique to decompose the budget equation for a given quantity305

f , into the three separate scales. In the anelastic framework, the evolution of an arbitrary tracer f is306

given by307

∂ f
∂t
+ (u f )x +

1
ρ0
(ρ0w f )z = Sf , (5)

where ρ0(z) is the base state density profile and Sf are the other source terms in the budget. For308

conveniencewewill denote the horizontal advection terms by Hf = −(u f )x and the vertical advection309

terms by Vf = − 1
ρ0
(ρ0w f )z . Then, taking the planetary-scale component of this equation gives310

∂ f P

∂t
= VP

f + Hp
f
+ SP

f (6)

where the superscript P denotes the planetary-scale component.311

In general, the planetary-scale component of the horizontal advection terms will be small312

because (u f )Px ∝ 1/LP where LP is the planetary length scale. This fact reflects the results of313
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theoretical multiscale asymptotics. On the other hand, vertical advection terms do not involve a314

horizontal derivative and may be large.315

5 Budget Analyses316

5.1 Moisture, Buoyancy, and Momentum Budgets317

To identify the important physicalmechanismbehind themultiscale organization in theQSTRAT

run, we analyze the budgets of zonalmomentum, buoyancy, andwater vapor. For diagnostic purposes,

we neglect the virtual effect and approximate the buoyancy by B = g(θ − θ0)/(θ0), where θ0 is the

time average of the zonal mean potential temperature over the final 50 days of the simulation. Then,

the budgets for the velocity u, the buoyancy B, and the water vapor specific humidity, q, are given by

∂u
∂t
= Hu + Vu − φx + Su, (7)

∂B
∂t
= HB + VB − N2w

(
1 +

B
g

)
+ SB, (8)

∂q
∂t
= Hq + Vq + Sq . (9)

We estimate the horizontal and vertical advection terms using second order centered finite differences.318

There are two important linear terms in the these equations. First, the buoyancy budget has a319

contribution from adiabatic motions given as N2w. The Brunt-Väisälä frequency is given by N2 =320

g∂z log θ0 where θ0 is the reference potential temperature profile used to define the buoyancy. In321

future sections, we will include the small B
g term in the residual terms SB for simplicity. We322

approximate the vertical derivative in N2 using a cubic spline. Second, the zonal momentum is323

forced by the pressure gradient term −φx , which we also approximate using second order centered324

differences.325

We compute the remaining source terms, SB, Sq , and Su as a residual from the known terms.326

The source terms for the buoyancy equation, denoted by SB, include the effect of latent heating,327

radiation, and any turbulence or advection occurring on scales smaller than coarse-graining size of328

128 km. Likewise, Sq includes condensation and evaporation terms, and Su includes the effect of329

turbulence and convective momentum transports occurring below the coarse-graining scale.330

5.2 Scalewise variance budgets331

Variance budgets can conveniently summarize the relative importance of the terms in the Eqs.332

7–9 for different physical scales. In particular,Wing and Emanuel [2014] study the variance about the333

zonal mean of vertically integrated moist static energy (MSE). They identify increased column-MSE334
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variance with convective aggregation, and quantify the magnitude and sign of different terms in the335

budget. Bretherton and Khairoutdinov [2015] use a similar approach to diagnose the column-MSE336

budget for each wave-number separately.337

We could take a similar approach to compute the variance of the column-integrated budget of338

some variable f at some scale α where α ∈ P, S, M is a placeholder. First, define the operator given339

by340

〈 f 〉 =
∫ H

0
f ρ0(z)dz (10)

for mass weighted vertical integration. Then, the analogous variance budget to what Wing and341

Emanuel [2014] describe is given by taking a vertical integral of Eq. 6 and then multiplying by 〈 f α〉342

to get343

1
2

d〈 f α〉2
dt

= 〈 f α〉〈Vα
f
〉 + 〈 f α〉〈Hα

f
〉 + 〈 f α〉〈Sα

f
〉. (11)

Unfortunately, there are some problems with this approach. First, Eq. 11 cannot reveal any344

feedback mechanisms involving momentum because the anelastic divergence free condition ensures345

that 〈u〉 is constant in space, which implies that 〈uP〉 = 〈uS〉 = 0. Second, studying the zonal346

variance of vertically integrated quantities can mask the importance of covarying vertical structures347

such as the tilted convection in CCEWs and propagating MCSs. The way vertical profiles covary is348

especially important for vertical advection, but 〈Vf 〉 = 〈 1
ρ0
(ρ0w f )z〉 = ρ0w f |z=0, assuming the flux349

vanishes at the upper boundary. This means that 〈Vf 〉 is the surface flux of f , which is homogeneous350

in space in our QSTRAT and Control runs. One could construe this to mean that vertical advection351

plays no role in convective organization when surface fluxes are constant, but as shown below, it352

actually does. Thus, column-integrated budgets overemphasize the importance of surface fluxes and353

thermodynamic quantities like humidity relative to internal processes and kinematic quantities like354

velocity.355

This problem can be fixed by studying the variance budgets of 3D quantities. We quantify the356

variance of a quantity f on a certain scale α ∈ {P, S, M} by taking a zonal average of 1
2 ( f α)2. This357

quantity is called the α-scale variance of f , and an equation for its time evolution can be derived by358

multiplying Eq. 6 by f α and taking a zonal average. This is given by359

1
2
∂( f α)2
∂t

= f αHα
f
+ f αVα

F + f αSα
f
. (12)

This equation is deceptively similar to Eq. 11, but can account for covariance between the vertical360

structures of field and its source terms. For convenience, we often refer to the quantities on the361
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Figure 6. Vertical structures and time variability of the planetary-scale and synoptic-scale KE budgets for

the QSTRAT simulation. The planetary and synoptic-scale KE budgets are shown in the first and second rows,

respectively. The first column shows the time mean vertical structure of the KE feedbacks for the planetary (A)

and synoptic-scales (B). The second column shows the cumulative effective of the mass-weighted average KE

feedbacks for the planetary (B) and synoptic (D) scales. The mass weighted average is given by 〈·〉/M , where

M = 〈1〉 is the mass of the atmospheric column. Each panel shows the feedbacks due to vertical advection

(VERT), horizontal advection (HORZ), pressure gradients (PGRAD), and the residual source terms (SRC).

Panels B and D also show the total planetary and synoptic-scale KE, respectively.

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

376

right hand side as feedbacks. For example, f αHα
f
is the feedback due to horizontal advection on the362

α-scale variance budget of f .363

We summarize the impact of the individual feedbacks in Eq. 12 by taking vertical integrals364

and integrating forward in time. This removes the need to estimate the time derivative term, which365

allows a less noisy estimate of the residual terms. For all of these quantities, positive (negative)366

values indicate that a feedback tends to increase (decrease) the variance on the target scale.367
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Figure 7. Planetary-scale KE budget for the Control simulation. Same as Figure 6 A and B but for the Control

simulation.

377

378

5.2.1 Kinetic Energy368

The kinetic energy (KE) budgets for the planetary and synoptic scales can reveal the important379

kinematic feedbacks. The KE for a given scale α is given by380

KEα =
1
2
(uα)2. (13)

The budget for KEα is obtained from the momentum budget (Eq. 7) in the usual way to give381

1
2
∂KEα

∂t
= uαHα

u + uαVα
u − uαφαx + uαSαu . (14)

Figure 6 shows the time-mean vertical structure of the feedback terms on the right hand side382

of Eq. 14 for both the planetary and synoptic-scale (α = P, S). It also shows the mass-weighted383

average for each feedback term integrated forward in time. For example, the cumulative effect of the384

mass-weighted pressure gradient feedback for the planetary-scale is given by385 ∫ t

0
−〈uPφPx 〉dt ′.

The cumulative effect of the other feedbacks are defined analogously.386

Vertical advection of horizontal momentum is the largest positive feedback in the planetary387

kinetic energy budget. It is balanced by the pressure gradient term, which tends to remove planetary-388

scale KE, while the sub-grid-scale residual terms and horizontal advection feedbacks are much389

smaller. These feedbacks have a similar relationship when looking at the detailed vertical structure.390

The vertical advection feedback is consistently positive throughout the column, and the pressure391

gradient is mostly negative, and shifted downward slightly. The residual feedbacks are large for some392
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heights even though they have a little vertically integrated effect. Despite being smaller than the393

cumulative feedbacks, KEP is quite large, and shows substantial fluctuation over the course of the394

simulation.395

On the other hand, the synoptic-scale KE is much smaller and barely fluctuates in time. In396

addition, the dominant feedbacks are subtly different. Vertical advection and pressure gradients397

almost equally amplify the synoptic-scale KE, and the residual term balance this positive feedback.398

Most of the dissipation due to source terms occurs below 800 hPa and above 400 hPa. Below 800 hPa,399

the pressure gradient terms balance this sink, whereas vertical advection is the dominant positive400

feedback above 400 hPa. As before, horizontal advection has little effect.401

Figure 7 shows the planetary-scale KE budget for the Control simulation, which does not have402

a strong planetary-scale signal (cf. Figure 2). The dominant balances in this Control simulation are403

completely different than for the QSTRAT simulation, which has a planetary-scale oscillation. The404

residual momentum source had little impact in the QSTRAT run, but it is the largest negative KE405

feedback in the Control run. Also, the vertical structures of these feedbacks differ between the two406

simulations. In the control run, the residual terms are consistently negative for most vertical levels,407

but this feedback is strongest above 300 hPa. In the QSTRAT run, positive residual feedbacks in the408

mid-troposphere balance the negative feedbacks in the lower and upper atmosphere. Moreover, these409

residual feedbacks are much smaller in magnitude in the QSTRAT run than the Control run. In turn,410

pressure gradients generate KE to balance this large sink.411

Interestingly, the vertical advection feedback has a similar sign and magnitude in both the412

QSTRAT and Control runs, which suggests that this process is unchanged between the simulations.413

This all indicates that in the absence of surface flux or radiative feedbacks, large stratospheric414

dissipation prevents the formation of a planetary-scale oscillation. Then, reducing this dissipation,415

as in the QSTRAT run, allows the vertical advection to become the dominant positive feedback,416

which must be balanced by a negative pressure gradient feedback.417

5.2.2 Available Potential Energy418

Without dissipation, the sum of KE and available potential energy (APE) is conserved. The423

APE for a given scale α can be approximated by APEα = (Bα)2/N2/2 [Lorenz, 1955; Pauluis, 2007],424

which is proportional to the buoyancy variance. While this formula does not hold exactly for a moist425
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atmosphere, it is still useful to analyze. This approximate APE budget is given by426

∂APEα

∂t
=

BαHα
B

N2 +
BαVα

B

N2 − Bαwα +
BαSαB

N2 . (15)

For simplicity, we have included smaller term N2wB/g from Eq. 8 in the residual SB.427

The KE and APE budget exchange energy through pressure gradients and N2w term. To see428

this, we must first assume hydrostatic balance holds on all the scales α, so that φαz = Bα. Then,429

〈Bαwα〉 = −〈φαwαz 〉 = −〈φαxuα〉. (16)

The first equality follows from vertical partial integration and hydrostatic balance, while the second430

equality follows from horizontal partial integration and the divergence free condition.431

Panel A of Figure 8 shows the cumulative impact of the feedbacks in the planetary-scale APE432

budget. Overall, APEP is much smaller than KEP , which is a consequence of the weak temperature433

gradient observed in the tropics. The wαBα feedback is the largest positive feedback, and it almost434

perfectly balances the pressure gradient feedback in the KE budget (cf. Figure 6B, as expected from435

the analysis in Eq. 16). Both vertical advection and horizontal advection play a secondary role, but436

are still fairly significant. The conversion of KEP to APEP is mostly balanced by the source terms,437

which include the effect of latent heating and any errors in the original budget equations. Because438

the radiative heating is homogeneous in space, it does not appear in the planetary-scale buoyancy or439

APEP budgets. Therefore, latent heating and mixing are the dominant sinks of both APE and total440

energy on the planetary scale.441

5.2.3 Moisture Variance442

The moisture variance budget provides another perspective on the planetary-scale organization443

in the QSTRAT simulation. Its budget equation is given by replacing f α with qP
v in Eq. 12, and444

Figure 8B shows the cumulative effective of the feedbacks. As with the APEP budget, the overall445

moisture variance is small relative to the cumulative effect of its feedbacks. The dominant positive446

feedback is vertical advection, which is primarily balanced by the residual source terms. Horizontal447

advection becomes more important around day 70, but we do not discuss this result further. The448

residual terms primarily consist of condensation and evaporation, so again we see moist convection449

damps the planetary-scale variance of this simulation. On the other hand, the positive feedback from450

vertical advection is mainly due to advection of the zonal meanmoisture profile by the planetary-scale451

vertical velocity (not shown).452
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5.2.4 Summary453

In summary, the planetary-scale vertical velocity is the primary positive feedback in both the454

planetary-scale moisture variance and APE budgets. On the other hand, the residual source terms,455

due mostly to latent heating, remove planetary-scale variance. Because wα is proportional to the456

magnitude of uα, feedbacks which increase the planetary-scale KE also would tend to increase the457

APE and moisture variance. Therefore, we now focus on the largest positive KE feedback, which is458

due to vertical advection.459

6 Multiscale Interactions460

6.1 Triad interactions461

The most important positive feedback in both the planetary and synoptic-scale KE budget was470

due to vertical advection, which is a nonlinear term. As discussed at the beginning of Section 4, the471

multiscale theories predict that vertical eddy-flux convergences from smaller scales directly force the472

budgets for large-scale quantities. In this section, we use the low-pass filters introduced in Section 4473

to further decompose the vertical advection terms into multiscale interactions.474

We decompose vertical flux of zonal momentum into the product of different scales, so that475

wu =
∑

α,β∈{P,S,M }
wαuβ .

Projecting this onto the target scale γ gives476

(wu)γ =
∑

α,β∈{P,S,M }
(wαuβ)γ (17)

In this equation, the individual (wαuβ)γ terms are known as triad interactions between the three477

scales α, β, and γ. An example triad interaction would be the planetary-scale component of the478

mesoscale-mesoscale interactions, which is given by (wMuM )P .479

Each of these triad interactions has a separate impact on the total vertical advection feedback480

for a given target scale γ. To see this, we first use partial integration to separate the total vertical481

advection feedback into a surface flux contribution and an internal contribution. Then, substituting482

Eq. 17 gives483 〈
uγVγu

〉
= uγ[ρ0uw]γ

z=0 +
∑

α,β∈{P,S,M }

〈
uγz (wαuβ)γ

〉
. (18)

The first term on the right hand side is the mass weighted covariance of the γ-scale surface fluxes484

and zonal momentum. The summands in the second term quantify the impact of each vertical triad485

interaction on the γ-scale KE budget.486
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Figure 9. Decomposition of mass and time averaged kinetic energy feedbacks into triad interactions. Each

number in this heat plot shows the feedback given by
〈
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〉
/M , where M = 〈1〉 is the mass of the

atmospheric column. The units of these numbers are given in J kg−1 d−1. Each square is colored according to

the sign and magnitude of the feedback. Dark red (blue) indicates a strong positive (negative) feedback. The

four panels show the triad interactions for the target scale γ. In each panel, the horizontal axis shows the zonal

velocity scale (β), and the vertical axis shows the vertical velocity target scale (α). For instance, the feedback

on the planetary-scale KE budget due to advection of mesoscale zonal momentum by the mesoscale vertical

velocity has a value of 0.75 J kg−1 d−1, and is shown in the upper right corner of panel B.
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We now focus on the triad interactions terms in the right hand side of Eq. 18. We compute487

the time-average of
〈
uγz (wαuβ)γ

〉
over the full 100 days for every combination of scales α, β, γ ∈488

{Domain Mean, P, S, M}, and summarize the results as heat map in Figure 9. This plot also shows489

the triad interactions for the domain mean and mesoscale kinetic energy, two budgets which we have490

not discussed yet.491

Themost important result from Figure 9 is that flux ofmesoscale zonal momentum bymesoscale492

vertical velocity is the strongest triad interaction in the domain mean, planetary scale, and synoptic-493

scale. This is clear in the planetary-scale KE budget, which we have studied extensively so far,494

where this term has a value of 0.75 J kg−1 d−1. Over the 100 d course of the simulation, this feedback495

will accumulate to 75 J kg−1, which explains most of the positive feedback due to vertical advection,496

which in turn is the most important positive feedback overall (cf. Figure 6). Similarly, the planetary-497

scale planetary-scale vertical eddy flux of zonal momentum projects strongly onto the domain-mean498

KE budget. This result confirms that up-scale eddy flux convergences of small-scale quantities can499

drive large-scale organization, as predicted by multiscale asymptotic theory [Majda, 2007].500

The other important triad interactions are all related to advection of larger-scale zonalmomentum501

by the γ-scale vertical velocity. These interactions are analogous to terms like ūw′ that appear in502

multiscale asymptotic theories [Biello et al., 2010], and they also affect the momentum budget in a503

similar way to the N2w term in the buoyancy budget (cf. Eq. 8).504

Taken together, these results indicate that the projection of the vertical momentum flux onto a505

given scale γ can be approximated by506

(wu)γ ≈
∑
α<γ

(wαuα)γ +
∑
α>γ

(wγuα)γ . (19)

The first term on the right hand side is the eddy-flux terms and the second term is the vertical507

advection of the larger-scale momentum by current scale’s vertical velocity. These are the only two508

categories of advective nonlinearity that multiscale asymptotic theories allow. Thus, these results509

confirm that asymptotic theory can explain the multiscale organization in the QSTRAT simulation.510

6.2 Eddy Transfer of Momentum, Buoyancy, and Temperature511

In the previous sections, we use the KE budget to conclude that mesoscale eddy-fluxes of zonal517

momentum promote the planetary-scale organization seen in the QSTRAT run. While the budgets518

of positive definite quantities like the KE, APE, and moisture variance are useful for identifying the519

magnitudes of feedbacks, it is easier to interpret results in terms of the original budgets for u, B, and520
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Figure 10. A cross section of planetary-scale fields and the corresponding eddy fluxes for day 85 of the

QSTRAT simulation. The panels show uP (A), qP
v (B), and BP (C) in contours. Negative (positive) planetary-

scale anomalies are dashed (solid). The contours are spaced by 2 m s−1 for u, 0.5 g kg−1 for qv , and 0.05 m s−2

for B. The corresponding eddy flux convergences (− 1
ρ0
(ρ0w

′ f ′)P) from smaller scales ( f ′ = f M + f S) are

shown in colors.
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q. For instance, Equation 19 implies that the planetary-scale momentum budget can be approximated521

by522

∂uP

∂t
= − 1

ρ0
(ρ0u′w′)Pz − φPx + SP

u , (20)

where u′ = uM+uS andw′ = wM+wS . The first term on the right hand side of this equation describes523

vertical eddy-flux terms, which play an important role it theoretical models for the multiscale524

organization of tropical convection.525

As mentioned in the introduction, multiscale models are derived by following the multiscale526

asymptotic method [Majda and Klein, 2003; Majda, 2007] and are useful for understanding the527

interactions of tropical convection across multiple spatio-temporal scales [Biello and Majda, 2005;528

Majda et al., 2010a,b; Yang et al., 2017]. For example, the intraseasonal multiscale moist dynamics529

(IMMD)model, derived by Biello et al. [2010], describes the scale interactions of tropical convection530

from synoptic-scale to planetary/intraseasonal time scales. It also provides a multiscale framework531

to assess the up-scale impact of synoptic-scale waves on the MJO with a mean background flow.532

The mesoscale equatorial synoptic dynamics (MESD) model, derived by Majda [2007], is shown533

to be useful for modeling cloud-supercluster interactions across meso- and synoptic-scales, such534

as convectively coupled Kelvin waves [Yang and Majda, 2017, 2018a] and 2-day waves [Yang and535

Majda, 2018b].536

In the IMMD model of Biello et al. [2010] for synoptic- and planetary-scale interactions, three537

eddy terms appear at the right hand side of the governing equations. They describe the up-scale538

impact of momentum, temperature and moisture from wave trains of synoptic-scale circulations on539

planetary-scale intraseasonal oscillations. Generally, the eddy term − 1
ρ0
(ρ0w

′ f ′)Pz is used to account540

for all eddy transfer effects below the planetary scale.541

Figure 10 shows the planetary-scale zonal velocity, moisture and buoyancy as well as their542

eddy transfer terms in a longitude-height diagram for day 85 of the QSTRAT simulation. Recall543

from Figure 2 that the planetary-scale wave propagates to the east. As shown by Fig.10A, the544

planetary-scale zonal velocity perturbation is dominated by wavenumber 1-2 and characterized by545

the upward/westward tilts below 500 hPa and the opposite vertical tilts above that level. This structure546

is frequently observed for CCEWs [Kiladis et al., 2009] and the MJO [Zhang, 2005; Kiladis et al.,547

2005], although the tilt in the QSTRAT run changes direction near 500 hPa, which is much shallower548

than in observations. The eddy transfer of zonal momentum − 1
ρ0
(ρ0w

′u′)Pz is generally in phase with549

the planetary-scale circulation, and the amplitude is strongest in the regions with planetary-scale550

wind convergence. In these regions, the eddy-transfer is positive above 600 hPa and negative below.551
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Extra eddy transfer of zonal momentum is also seen near the surface and the tropopause. As for552

moisture in Fig.10B, most significant planetary-scale moisture anomalies are confined at levels below553

400 hPa, which have upward/eastward tilts from the surface to 800 hPa and upward/westward tilts554

above 800 hPa. The eddy transfer of moisture − 1
ρ0
(ρ0w

′q′v)Pz is dominated by the second-baroclinic555

mode and appears to be out of phase with respect to qP
v . In Fig.10C, the planetary-scale buoyancy556

is mostly upright with its maximum value in the middle troposphere at 500 hPa. The eddy transfer557

of buoyancy − 1
ρ0
(ρ0w

′B′)Pz reaches its maximum strength near the tropopause at 200 hPa, but has558

negligible magnitude in the troposphere, except for some anomalies near the surface.559

According to previous results from multiscale models for organized convection, the vertical560

profile of eddy transfer terms should be directly connected with the propagation direction of small-561

scale disturbances of tropical convection in a front-to-rear tilt. As indicated by Figure 4 of Yang and562

Majda [2018a], westward-propagating mesoscale disturbances of tropical convection tend to induce563

eddy transfer of zonal momentum with eastward momentum forcing above westward momentum564

forcing. This pattern is mainly due to the positive correlation between upward (downward) motion565

and westerly (easterly) winds in eddy fluxes (w′u′). Thus, the sign and magnitude of the eddy566

momentum transfer shown in Figure 10 are consistent with the westward-propagating MCSs shown567

in Figure 2, which Grabowski and Moncrieff [2001] discuss at length. Taken together with the568

results of Sections 5.2.1 and 6.1, this implies that eddy transfer by these MCSs dominates the total569

planetary-scale energy budget (i.e. KEP + APEP).570

7 Discussion and Conclusion571

Twodimensional simulations using a cloud-resolvingmodel can spontaneously generate planetary-572

scale disturbance even without surface flux or radiative feedbacks. We performed three experiments573

in a periodic planetary-scale domain without rotation, a setup intended to model the atmosphere at574

the equator. The zonal mean winds are relaxed towards a barotropic −10 m s−1 wind with a time-575

scale of 1 d. One of the simulations is run with interactive long-wave radiation and surface fluxes,576

while the other two are run with fixed radiation and surface fluxes. The simulation with interactive577

radiation and surface fluxes (LW) develops a self-aggregated planetary-scale convective structure578

around 80 days after initialization. On other hand, the simulation with fixed radiation and surface579

fluxes and stratospheric heating (QSTRAT) develops a propagating planetary-scale wave after only580

30 days. The difference in these organization time scales suggests that the organizing feedbacks in581

the QSTRAT simulation are stronger than in the LW simulation. This planetary-scale wave has a582

hierarchical structure, and contains many eastward-propagating synoptic-scale waves, each of which583
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contains many westward-propagating mesoscale convective systems (MCS). Grabowski and Mon-584

crieff [2001] document theseMCSs, which probably arise from interactions with imposed barotropic585

winds.586

Based on this three-scale structure, we use low-pass filters in zonal space to decompose the587

model outputs into domain mean, planetary-, synoptic-, and meso-scale components. We then588

decompose the governing equations for zonal momentum, buoyancy, and water vapor using this589

strategy. From here, it is straightforward to derive variance budgets for these same quantities.590

These variance budgets are related to energetic quantities because the variance of momentum and591

buoyancy are the proportional to the planetary-scale kinetic energy (KEP) and available potential592

energy (APEP).593

The budgets of KEP , APEP , and moisture variance quantify the strength of the feedbacks594

behind the planetary-scale wave in the QSTRAT simulation, and lack thereof in the simulation595

without stratospheric heating (Control). In the Control run, the KE sink in the stratosphere is596

balanced by converting potential energy to kinetic energy. The stratospheric heating in QSTRAT597

effectively turns the tropopause into a rigid lid by dramatically increasing the stability there. This,598

then, dramatically reduces the amount of dissipation occurring the stratosphere and allows the vertical599

advection feedbacks to dominate. The energy created by these is then converted to potential energy600

and ultimately damped by residual buoyancy sources.601

Because the vertical advection feedback dominates the KEP budget, we further decompose602

this term into the sum of many nonlinear triad interactions, and find that mesoscale vertical eddy-603

fluxes of momentum are the largest positive feedback in the KEP budget. These eddy-fluxes tend604

to create eastward (westward) planetary-scale momentum below (above) 600 hPa, which is exactly605

the pattern one expects a westward-propagating MCS to produce. We therefore conclude that606

mesoscale organization with a consistent propagating direction is a key ingredient for planetary-scale607

organization generated through multiscale feedbacks.608

In summary, mesoscale convective organization can induce planetary-scale convective organi-609

zation even without surface flux and radiative feedbacks provided that the stratospheric dissipation610

is small. The idea that the stratosphere can control intraseasonal oscillation in the troposphere is not611

new, and our results could be linked to a recently observed relationship between the quasi-biennial612

oscillation (QBO) in the stratosphere and of Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO) [Yoo and Son, 2016].613

While the simulations in this paper are simplistic by design, the diagnostic framework we use could614

help identify the important feedback processes in the real MJO. In particular, future studies could615
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quantify the relative importance of surface flux, radiative, and multiscale feedbacks in observations616

or more realistic models.617
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